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Stanford Hall and the Church
of St Nicholas, Stanford on Avon

totally disappeared, and Starmore was lost to sheep farming by the late 15th Century.
In 1690 Sir Roger Cave left his manor house (close to the site of the Percy Pilcher - first
man to fly – monument) and had the present magnificent Hall built on the Leicestershire
side of the Avon in the present parish of Westrill and Starmore.

By Rosalind Willatts
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tanford on Avon, Church and Hall were the location of the Society’s summer
outing 2009. Although now close to the A14 and M1 roads Stanford still feels
tucked away into the ageless countryside spanning the infant River Avon. The
church and hall epitomise the relationship between the two in the evolution and history
of English landscape and society. In 1627 the ford was replaced by a narrow bridge
close to the church, the scene of a skirmish following the Battle of Naseby. It was at the
previous Stanford Hall on the Northamptonshire side of the Avon that Charles I dined
with the royalist Sir Thomas Cave en route from Daventry to Harborough the day before
the battle.

The Hall is and always has been a family home, and this is evident internally from its
mixture of family memorabilia and clothes used over its three centuries, and its collections
of family portraits of men and women who have quietly played their part in the history of
the nation and state. The contemporary pair of firewood boxes still in use in the ballroom,
tubs with conical lids all painted in blue and gold stripes, the Cave heraldic colours
illustrate the domestic function of the house. Exceptionally there is a collection of royal
portraits from 15th century to the Stuarts and the young pretender of the 18th century.
Today there is an imposing formal white
stone house of 1690 built by William Smith
of Warwick. A new generation of the family
has this century succeeded to the estate
and is actively managing the parkland as
well as bringing the Hall up to modern living
standards.
The kitchen has returned to its 1690 location,
and an en suite bathroom discharges waste
water invisibly through a 17th century lead
downpipe. A fire escape from the basement
has been inconspicuously created by
rebuilding a much eroded stone mullioned
window in wood and services have been
rationalised and inserted.
The Parklands
A narrow wrought iron gateway by the 1627
bridge leads directly to the hall through a wide
converging oak avenue. From the Hall radiate the remnants of great oak avenues laid out
c 1700. Much of this formal 1700 parkland survived the natural and classical fashions
of the following two centuries and the privations of the last. The great double avenue
leading north is now crossed twice by the road from Kilworth to Stanford affording views
to the rear face of the Hall. A ha–ha interrupts the sweep of grass but is not noticeable
as intended. Unusually the oaks were planted on pillow mounds and these with the
avenues are to be restored.

Stanford Hall

Back view Stanford Hall
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Stanford: History and Hall Features
The lands at Stanford were granted to the
Abbey of Selby in Yorkshire in the 12th
century and the abbey embellished the
church to a glory far greater than normal for
a small village, because it used its Stanford
lands as a staging post between Selby
and London and as a monastic resort. In
the 15th century began the connection
between the Cave family and Stanford
which has lasted to this day. One nephew
of John Cave, Abbot of Selby, was the vicar
of the church, another became tenant of
the lands in 1430. At the Reformation the
Cave family purchased the land, for £1194
-3s-4d from Henry VIII, which they still
hold. The village, church and manor house
were on the Northamptonshire side of the
river, but the village shrank to a few houses
whereas Westrill on the Leicestershire side

The only monument in the park is a statue to Bella, a greyhound and family pet, who
died whilst hunting in the early 19th century. The delicate statue of the dog stands on
a large plinth with a long romantic poem to her
inscribed on it. The greyhound is the family crest
found throughout the hall and church.
The parkland provides essential setting for the
house and stables, without which both would
be diminished. Only the south front of the house
is of costly stone, the other three sides and
the stables being of cheaper red brick, once
lime washed to resemble stone. The window
surrounds on the brick sides are of wood,
painted to look like stone and the soft ironstone
surrounds of the stables windows were lime
washed to look like white stone.
The Church of St Nicholas
St Nicholas, like many local churches, is a
repository of the life of the parish and its
inhabitants over centuries.
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At Stanford on Avon this is Selby Abbey and the Cave family.
Built of red and grey sandstone, externally the church of St
Nicholas does not seem special. But inside it is pew-less
and spacious, redolent with the atmosphere of centuries.
There are great monuments in marble or alabaster, notably
of Thomas Cave 1558 with his wife and many children.
The
image
of
Margaret
Cave,
1600, lies on a
shelf facing away
from her husband
whose image is on
a shelf above.

St Nicholas Abbey

There is an image
of Edmund Verney
Cave in military uniform killed in 1879 in the
final battle of Zulu Wars at Ulundis.
There are very many
hatchments recording the
marriage alliances of the
Caves. There is a fine black
marble slab with indent
for a fine brass, c 1500,
to a Cave knight having a
greyhound at his feet, with
two wives and scrolls and
three subsidiary groups of
sons and daughters. An engraving from a book in the hall dated c
1800 shows the actual figures but all brass is now lost. The church
also contains mediaeval encaustic tiles and the 15th century roof
has two mediaeval pulley wheels, and two grotesque large bosses of
green men with tongues protruding. There is also varied woodwork, including mediaeval
crude choir stall remnants, linenfold panelling probably dating back to the early hall.
The outstanding feature of the church is its
glass from the 14th to 16th cenutries. In the
north chancel tracery are The Gossips dating
from c 1330, showing three women flanked
by a blue and a green devil. Below is a round
quarry dating from 1500, showing death, as a
skeleton shooting a bow and arrow at a man
praying in his coffin. Henry Williams, vicar, by
his will of 1500, instructed:
“I wyll that the glasse ymages in the chauncell
with my ymage in ytt
knelyng …and the ymage
of dethe shotyng at me
. . . to be done in small
quarrels of as gode glasse
as may be goten.”
Two more quarries in the
south chancel show an
angel playing a stringed instrument surrounded by a ruby circlet,
but with the hindquarters of a shaggy dog visible beneath its gown.
There is also an angel, surrounded by blue, playing a keyboard.
The south aisle too has a man playing a stringed instrument with
another shaggy dog and beautifully executed fishes and birds.
These are all minor features of larger compositions including a
delightful St Anne teaching the Virgin to read.
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The Cave family dominate the church as much as the Hall. At Stanford, these buildings
with their contents are inextricably interlinked with the family who created the house
and park and have looked after the landscape of this corner of Leicestershire for nearly
600 years.

